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It’s time to listen
Your customers are talking
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About Me

• 15 years with HSBC

• Primarily working within IT and Business transformation

• Previously Head of HSBC Change Frameworks & Head of Business 
Analysis UK

• Strong alignment to BA skillset throughout my career

• Current role is the outlier, Head of Social Listening & Analytics within 
Customer Strategy & Insight team.

Linkedin.com/in/matthew-winterbottom-89501478
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How do we deliver change?
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Customer Insight

“ A deep and fresh perspective on the needs, wants, beliefs and 
behaviours of current and future customers – often beyond what 
they can articulate themselves – which can be translated into 
compelling, commercially valuable solutions that connect 
customers to opportunities.

Insight Management Academy
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Methods of Consumer research

OSINT

Customer Surveying Focus Groups Customer Panels

§ Time consuming

§ Costly

§ Unintentionally Bias

Drawbacks
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Open Source INTelligence
OSINT

§ Social Media Data

§ Print & Online Media 

§ Google Trends

§ Forums

§ Blogs

§ Government databases

§ TV Transcripts
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How HSBC use OSINT to improve customer experience
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“98% of consumers have used a social 
media network in the past month

Global Web Index, Social Flagship Report , 2019
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What is social listening?

Example: Protest, protests, rally, 
attack, fraud, stolen, illegal, 
lawsuit, sued, offline, internet 
bankingThemes/keywords are 

applied to look for potential 

reputational issues or as 

part of targeted insight 

analysis

Themes

2

Social content mentioning 

‘HSBC’ is flagged for analysis Hsbc,  #hsbc,"hong kong
bank“,"hongkong bank" , hxbc, 
#hxbc, hsba, #hsba, ��,��, 
��, #hongkongbank

Topics

1
• Facebook

• Sina Weibo

• Twitter

• Instagram

• Blog Sites

• Print Media

• etc

Content can then be analysed and grouped 

for internal action.3
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We perform real-time monitoring of our customer facing services

§ Instant alerts when keywords are met

§ AI analysis of ‘usual’ verses ‘unusual’ chatter on 
specified topics

§ Automatically segregate and group topics of 
conversation for further analysis
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Then we got creative…
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§ Unbiased customer perspective

§ “Where is it difficult doing business with HSBC” 

§ Accessible to anyone within the organisation

§ Real-time and drill-down dashboards

Customer Pain Points
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Mortgage Example

§ Sub-topics of conversation

§ Emotion and Sentiment analysis

§ Ability to benchmark and track changes 
over time

§ Identify consistent pain points to 
address through internal change 
programmes

§ Look for quick tactical changes to 
communications and guidance to 
reduce customer frustration
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Can we bring the customer “into the room”?
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“Bring the Customer into the room”
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Integrating OSINT into our VoC stack
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Building the full picture of our customers’ voice

§ Consistent pain points expressed across all 
social, contact centre, branch and complaints

§ OSINT data can be used as a reliable indicator 
of service issues that we need to resolve

§ Availability of data and the strength of OSINT 
tools make analysing this data easier than 
ever before.
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What’s next

Customer Pain Points

Customer Behaviours & 
Values

Customer Needs & Wants

Using the customers’ voice as our success measures

Incremental Feedback

Success Measures

Sentiment Uplift
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Making OSINT accessible to colleagues
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Making customer insight accessible

§ Remove the burden on accessing insight

§ Give projects teams a ‘win’
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What’s on the horizon?
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AI Linguistic Analysis

App mentions 2017 App mentions 2019

Topics Words Phrases Grammar

How customers talk about our 
services now compared to then. 

Understand what your customers 
are more interested in now 
verses then.

Identify topic trends in 
discussions over time
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Re-cap

OSINT data is vast and 
growing

Unbiased Freely 
Accessible

Fix customer pain 
points

Automate 
analysis with AI

Support Change 
Management & 

Embedding

Keep the customer 
“in the room”
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Thank You


